SAY MORE. DO MORE. GO DIGITAL.

XT600d Series Unlicensed Two-Way Radios
THE XT600d SERIES
YOUR DIGITAL EDGE

IN BUSINESS, YOU’RE CONSTANTLY LOOKING FOR WAYS TO STAY COMPETITIVE. WHAT IF YOUR RADIOs GAVE YOU THAT EDGE?

KEY FEATURES

• Enhanced calling in digital mode
• Monitor and control target radios remotely
• Full keypad for text messaging
• Record and play back audio
• 1.5W audio output
• Mixed fleet capable in analogue mode
• LCD display

BROCHURE | XT600d SERIES
The XT600d Series is ideal for organisations that understand instant communication is a competitive advantage. Designed to work at the speed of business, XT600d radios are packed with features that keep your team connected and productive.

It starts with enhanced digital calling. Whether you need to call a single person, a group, or the entire organisation, you can reach exactly who you need.

Because personnel are often widely dispersed, control matters too. The XT600d Series lets you remotely monitor your radios, send call alerts, and even disable radios if they’re lost.

We understand that today’s businesses need more than one way to communicate. The full keypad lets your team send text messages, ensuring that detailed project information is conveyed accurately.

With the XT600d Series, you can record and play back conversations for training purposes and audit protection. Enjoy crystal clear digital audio for flawless communication. And you have the option of adding digital XT600d radios into an existing analogue fleet, allowing you to upgrade on your terms.
WHETHER YOUR PERSONNEL ARE IN THE WAREHOUSE, ON THE SHOP FLOOR, OR IN AN OFFICE, YOU CAN TARGET ONLY THE INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS YOU NEED.

Store up to 512 contacts and call a single person by selecting from the list, or by choosing a pre-programmed quick key for faster access. Make calls to up to 16 teams and departments, or just one. And if there’s an urgent issue, immediately call all available personnel, all at once.
MONITOR AND MANAGE PERSONNEL

MONITORING REMOTE PERSONNEL IS CRITICAL IF YOU WANT THEM TO BE SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL.

The XT600d Series gives you the capabilities you need to stay in control from a distance.

For example, your site manager can activate the mic and transmitter on the target radio of a crane operator who’s not answering calls. That way, they can check on the well-being of the operator and know instantly if he’s okay and was simply occupied, or if you need to send immediate help.

You can also disable a radio if it goes missing, so it can’t be used if it falls into the wrong hands. And if the radio is found, you can re-enable it so it can be reused.
BEING ABLE TO HAVE A RECORDED CONVERSATION IS USEFUL FOR EVERYTHING FROM TRAINING PURPOSES TO AUDIT PROTECTION.

That’s why the XT600d Series provides audio recording and playback capabilities.

Capture customer information after an accident, so the company is covered later on. Record interactions in retail settings and play it back to improve customer service. Any time you need to record audio, your device is within reach.
A NOISY ENVIRONMENT IS NO EXCUSE FOR POOR COMMUNICATION.

With 1.5W audio output, the XT600d Series ensures that conversations come in loud and clear, even across a wide area.

Eliminate the need to repeat information and keep the channel open for other messages. Move freely across your warehouse or through your office building without fear of losing call quality. Hear and be heard clearly with the XT600d Series.
The LCD display is easy to see in any light.

View incoming text messages, your contact list, caller ID, battery life, and signal strength, so you’re always in control on the go.
WHETHER YOU’re IN A MEETING OR SERVING A CUSTOMER, SOMETIMES A VOICE CONVERSATION ISN’T POSSIBLE.

Other times, detailed information such as arrival times or part numbers need to be conveyed without the potential for misunderstanding. That’s why XT600d Series radios provide a full keypad for sending text messages.

With support for up to 128 characters per message, you have enough room to get your point across. Need to reply quickly? Choose from up to 50 pre-programmable messages, such as “can’t talk now” or “message received.”
PACKED WITH FEATURES

- 2-pin audio connector
- 1.5W loudspeaker
- Microphone
- Status LED
- Dedicated audio recording button
- Easy to see LCD display
- Push-to-talk button
- Channel/Option selector buttons
- Programmable side buttons
- Keypad lock / unlock
- Alphanumeric keypad
- On / off / volume knob
ACCESSORIES
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR XT600d RADIOS WITH THE RIGHT ACCESSORIES.

CHOOSE FROM:
- Audio accessories
- Battery - standard or high capacity
- Cables
- Chargers
- Carry accessories

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

Carry Holster
Single and Multi-Unit Chargers
Leather Carry Case
Standard and High-Capacity Batteries
Remote Speaker Microphone with Push To Talk (PTT) button
Earbud with In-line Microphone and PTT
Swivel Earpiece with In-line Microphone and PTT
D-Style Earpiece with In-line Microphone and PTT

XT600d Series radios are compatible with XT400 Series accessories except the carry holster and leather case.
For more information on how XT600d can help your business do more, please visit:

www.motorolasolutions.com/xt600d